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Executive Summary
The Aleutian Pribilof Islands Association and the Eastern Aleutian Tribes hosted the 2016 Tribal Eldercare
Services Summit on February 17-19, 2016 at the Lakefront Hotel in Anchorage, Alaska. There were
approximately 144 participants. Day one consisted of presenters from the Indian Health Service (IHS),
The State of Alaska, Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium (ANTHC), Elder Perspective speakers from
Kotzebue and Sand Point, as well as consultants from a local consulting firm that specializes in Eldercare
development. Day two expressed views of “What we found along our course” with rural best practices
from around the state from Alaska’s leading tribal Eldercare leaders. These very knowledgeable experts
have experienced firsthand the challenges of developing services in rural Alaska, shared funding options
and resources, staffing adequacies and challenges, as well as insight on how to bring Elder services to
the region. Day three began with Elder Resource Education sessions to learn about available resources.
The latter part of the day was an action-orientated, outcome-based discussion session. All participants
were divided into groups by community with facilitators from Aleutian Pribilof Islands Association (APIA),
Eastern Aleutian Tribes (EATs), Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium (ANTHC) and other Elder related
entities. Each group began planning and documenting needed services for Elders in each community and
how to accomplish developing those services. This discussion time was rich in ideas and each community
had at least one solid, feasible plan to bring back to their respective community.
This report will be distributed and used as a platform tool to ensure progress on proposed plans and to
help guide communities through the process of developing community plans for Elder services. The APIA
Regional Elder Discussion Committee will continue to meet and work on planning and implementing the
community plans that were initiated at the Summit.
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Background
Currently, the State of Alaska has the fastest growing
Elder population in the Nation. It is projected that by
the year 2017 the 55 years of age and older population
in the state will grow almost 25%. Often referred to as
the “Silver Tsunami”, our Elder population in the region
ranks number one for having the fastest growth in the
State of Alaska. The Aleutian and Pribilof Islands region
is faced with the reality of having the least amount of
Elder services available. Elders are having to make the
unthinkable decisions of whether or not to relocate
to Anchorage for higher needs of care. This decision
comes at the cost of leaving their families and communities to a new, unfamiliar and sometimes frightening
place. This reality resulted in a few previous efforts that
finally brought the Eldercare movement to where it
stands today.
In partnership with many other organizations, the
Aleutian Pribilof Islands Association, Inc. (APIA) hosted
a Regional Wellness Gathering in Unalaska, Alaska in
2012. During that time, community members vocalized strong feelings in regards to Eldercare challenges
and needs for the communities. While the APIA Elder
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program had only scratched the surface of understanding the complex system of care, it was decided to host
the Mini-Elder Caregiver Health Summit in Unalaska in
2013. This small-scale summit was designed to bring
trainers in to educate on caregiving. While this minisummit ended with an open forum for discussion and
some instances of healing for Elders on past struggles,
it did not bring forth any solutions or actions.
Through these local events and the feedback received
from participants, it was evident that our region
needed an action-oriented, informational and discussion-based forum. This forum would need to cultivate
the ideas from the local level to navigate the complex
system of Eldercare. The complexity of this Eldercare
system was far beyond what many had really known Eldercare to be. In designing the Tribal Eldercare Services
Summit, the following priorities were evident: ensure
that the summit would provide a systems perspective,
know the key stakeholders within the system and cultivate feasible action plans appropriate for each community within the region.

Summit Design
Central to the design of the Tribal Eldercare Services
Summit was the importance of keeping our Elders safe,
healthy and living within their own culture and community. Given this, “Taking Care of Our Elders: Now and into
the Future”, was the main focus of the Tribal Eldercare
Services Summit. While changes in Eldercare around demographics and financing (decline in State budget) are
obvious, it became fitting that “Embracing the Changing
Tides” be used as the theme for the summit. The summit
was designed in a manner that would cover the following three objectives:
•Develop culturally appropriate and sustainable
solutions
•Share innovative programs and best practices
•Network among stakeholders
These objectives are key to the success and future movement of Eldercare in the region. Keeping these in mind
and understanding the summit needed to be informational, conversational and outcome based called for
many partnerships and collaboration from all key stakeholders in Eldercare. To clearly illustrate the interdependency, APIA designed a culturally appropriate graphic
titled, “Eldercare Services”. The graphic represents a

holistic picture of how an Elder may maneuver through
five different components. The components show how
communities and other resources can contribute and
support the Elder. These components consist of Home
and Community-Based Services, Caregiver Support,
Social and Cultural, Facility-Based Services and Clinical
Services.
The lower section of the graphic provides different
perspectives of the five components including: location
(from closest to home and furthest away), Intensity (least
intensive to most intensive) and ultimate cost of service
(less costly to most costly).
The effort in planning and designing the summit embraced the following three themes for each of the days
of the summit:
•Day one – Setting the Course: Understanding the
  Long Term Care Continuum
•Day two – What We Found Along our Course: Elder
Care Success and Best Practices in Rural Alaska
•Day three – Taking Action: Developing Strategies to
Fill Gaps in our Communities
In addition to the thematic design of the
summit, there were designated areas of
space to capture community ideas. Ideas
were organized around the five components and used as a starting point for action planning with community members.

Eldercare Services
Home and
Community-Based

Community
Caregiver
Support

Care
Coordination

Facility
Based
Clinical
Services

Social and
Cultural
Close to Home ------------------------------------------------Location ----------------------------------------------------------Far from Home
Least Intensive -----------------------------------------------Intensity-----------------------------------------------------------Most Intensive
Less Costly----------------------------------------------------Cost of Service ----------------------------------------------------------------Costly
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Day One: Setting the Course
Understanding the Long Term Care Continuum

Day one consisted of an overview from the national, state and
local level on Eldercare services
and the plans for these services
in the future. This included a
synopsis of the Long Term Care
Continuum. The Master of Ceremonies, Dr. Gary Ferguson, gave
a brief perspective into reclaiming ownership of Elders and the
Dr. Gary Ferguson
importance of supporting them
in living happy, healthy lives within the community of
their choosing. He was followed by Dr. Bruce Finke from
Indian Health Services. Dr. Bruce Finke helped in breaking down the five components of Eldercare Services. He
referred to a picture of a Zuni necklace to show that it
is made up of separate
carvings, each one
taking dedication, skill,
and artistry to carve.
Similar to developing
and filling in gaps of
services in Eldercare,
each piece or service
Zuni Necklace made by Lena Boone
could potentially take
years to accomplish, but it is one piece added onto the
journey in creating Elder services.
The Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium remarked
on the new developments around the Alaska Native
Medical Center campus in service expansions and the
proposed plan for a skilled nursing facility. Additionally,
participants were given information on the groundwork
of the Elder population through demographics from
the ANTHC Epidemiology Center. This provided future
projections of the Elder population. Mellisa Heflin from
ANTHC also added an overview of the many boards and
committees currently operating to progress Eldercare
and provide forums for rural tribal Eldercare leaders to
network and share best practices.
The State of Alaska was present with representation
from the Senior and Disability Services (SDS) division.
Lisa McGuire from SDS informed participants of pro6

grams available ranging from Home
and Community based grants, Personal Care Assistant services and
Assisted Living Home services. Furthermore, the Alaska Commission
on Aging shared the newly released
FY16 – FY19 Statewide Plan. This plan
emphasized the direction of the commission: “to ensure the dignity and
independence of all older Alaskans,
and to assist them to lead useful and
meaningful lives through planning, advocacy, education
and inter-agency cooperation.”
The two Elder Perspective speakers, Mary Schaeffer
from Kotzebue and William Dushkin Sr. from Sand Point,
spoke from past experiences and how being an Elder
and caring for Elders in the community has changed

today. This gave insight on what it previously looked
like in a community where Elders remained at the heart
of their respective community.
Unfortunately
today, communities often may
not place Elders
at the heart of
their community
possibly due to Sergie Krukoff and Valerie Kinzer
lack of services, community action or disconnect be-

Day One: Setting the Course
Understanding the Long Term Care Continuum
tween generations.
The purpose of the APIA
Regional Elder Discussion Committee was
shared. This committee
is comprised of representation from all tribes
within the region and
plays a significant role
in region-wide planning
for Eldercare. The appointees volunteer their
time to discuss local
Elder issues, challenges,
Rose Loera and Amanda Lofgren
and plans for needed
services on a monthly basis. Through this committee,
there will be follow up on each summit action plan and
the development of services. For further information,
contact Ashley Withrow, Elder Program Coordinator at
907.276.2700.

Lastly, Agnew Beck Consulting and the Alaska Mental
Health Trust Authority, respectively, Shanna Zuspan, Thea
Bemben and Amanda Lofgren, collectively presented
the current status of Medicaid
reform, Conflict-Free Case
Management and the long
term care continuum. This
gave light to the complexity
of Eldercare services and the
inter-working parts through
Medicaid, state programs and
services and supports available through the Long Term
Care Continuum. This educational presentation wrapped
up Day One of the summit by setting the stage for best
practices from rural tribal Eldercare leaders across Alaska
within each of the five components of Eldercare Services.
Participants were strategizing and developing ideas by
the end of the day.

“We realize once you have an Elder in your life....services
that you thought existed don’t necessarily exist. Until you
go through that experience, you don’t realize the gaps
and opportunities to improve.”
-Dr. Gary Ferguson

Dr. Gary Ferguson and Dr. Bruce Finke

Mary Schaeffer and Julia Dushkin
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Day Two: What We Found Along our Course
Elder Care Successes in Rural Alaska

Day two consisted of participants engaging in best practices with leaders from around the state that have been
successfully filling key Elder service gaps in rural and tribal communities. The panel presentations from these tribal Eldercare leaders were organized within the five components of Eldercare services. Each of the fifteen leaders
covered information to support the region on the journey to initiate services from a local effort. The topics covered by each presenter consisted of:
•What services they provided
•Staffing challenges and requirements to operate the service
•The function of identifying needed services
•Funding sources for initiating and sustaining services
•Funding sources for Elders to access services
•Sustainability plans for the service and any challenges
associated with providing the service
This was a first-ever-of-its-kind forum where rural tribal Eldercare leaders gathered together to share first hand
experiences in navigating the complex Eldercare system. By the end of Day Two, more than 70 raw ideas from
participants were collected. These ideas were used as a basis for action planning.
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Participant Generated Ideas and Comments- Unedited
Home and Community Based Services
PCA SERVICES










Encourage consumer directed PCA services, “family members, young adults”
How do we keep PCA, to pay & to ensure them?
Is there a pcs program provided by the state
State can build a program to assist Elders- Federal program build in PCA or CNA program like VPSO program
IF PCA could be private pay fundraising quarterly could pay for limited care for Elders needing some help in the
home monthly
Provide frequent periodic training in the region for PCA’s, this might promote Elder care as a career option
When is APIA going to do PCA training?
APIA should employ at least one PCA who can provide care for multiple Elders
Keep PCA in our community

ASSISTIVE SUPPORT SERVICES





To keep mobile cane and wheelchair, walker, cleats (cleats for shoes and cane)
Building appropriate sized homes for Elders with handicap bathrooms, ramps, small size
Recommend walk in showers for all senior centers in the region
Ordering personal items

VOLUNTEER







Give option of tribal employees to volunteer without taking “time off”
Work with school district to create an option for a volunteer or home economics class to go cook for the
Elders
Companion program = PA program, fund by feds and state for village Elder caretaker = new jobs as CHR- but
with Elders
Start volunteer program in communities that involve kids to help Elders
People to visit seniors/Elders, homebound
We need more volunteers for giving our Elders rides

PALLIATIVE CARE IN OUR COMMUNITIES




Palliative care in our communities
Seniors want to stay home at the end of life, how can a community get started with this?
End of life training for doctors communicating with terminal patients – be more compassionate

KEEPING ELDERS HOME




In home care persons
Some Elders prefer to stay at home. How can we get help to them, cleaning, plowing, atv checked.
To keep our Elders home, what do we have out there to do so? Partnerships? Assessments?

OTHER


APIA-DEWD should provide training for the various Elder care services, i.e adopt and visit Elders
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Participant Generated Ideas and Comments- Unedited
CAREGIVER SUPPORT





Caregiver appreciation day
Recognition
Travelling itinerant respite workers to give caregivers a break
Youth to relieve family and/or caregiver as on the job training

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL SERVICES
ELDERS AND YOUTH








Connecting youth with Elders
Elder and youth gathering and story time
Promote generationally give and take. Elders spend time with youth. Youth spend time with Elders, and APIA
provides the venue based on what people want
Start an Elder and youth get together (camp), because everyone knows Elders love children around, they make
them happy, we need to make our villages have more activities for our Elders
You and Elder dances –have a theme- schedule periodic dances-Use DJ or have music on I-pod include
traditional native dances
Work with schools to have children assist Elders after school by volunteering
Youth (particularly family) should be encouraged to help their grandparents and great grandparents – supportscaregiver-social and cultural – home and community based. When youth are present to help it offers
opportunity for Elders to share and teach keeps youth busy and out of trouble

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES








Elder gatherings
Visit the Elders from our region on Sundays or whatever day works for each person
Van to take Elders for rides, berry picking, looking for moose
Create a list of Elders/disabled with fishing/hunting proxy with people who will go fishing or hunting for them
Ask Elders what they want
Have schools publish newsletters or interview Elders for stories. Have newsletters compete for 1st, 2nd, 3rd prize
donate to local senior center
Pictures of Elders doing crafts = small booklet to sell proceeds to senior center, Dish of favorite senior citizen
recipe and new Senior Alaskan cookbook, proceeds to senior PA program

ADVOCACY FOR ELDERS
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We need a regional Elders council
Develop an advocate network to assist Elders during medical appointments, especially away from home help
navigate the spectrum, expressing their needs asking questions understanding the providers comment and
directions
Each region, corporation or non-profit should have a member represent the Elders and programs that are or are
not working for them. This can be discussed and supported during AFN. AFN and other like agencies can join
forces and brainstorm ideas for the silver tsunami. Regional corporations should help contribute funding to
assisted living for local seniors

Participant Generated Ideas and Comments- Unedited
FACILITY BASED SERVICES
ASSISTED LIVING











Assisted living home
Provide support for multiple funding sources of revenue for ALH
A possible idea for a future ALH is to incorporate head start kids visiting and learning from Elders – maybe head
start could be placed in the ALH
Allow people to have pets in ALH –Eden Alternative
How can St. Paul Island get an assisted living facility?
Assisted living education for Elders/families so they know what is going on – this is something that could start
immediately- even before starting process of buildings
Quality care low income based facility with all perks
Could we require local agencies to have their own permanent funds- to save for assisted living homes and
cliental
Can CDQ groups help fund assisted living homes we are missing funding for assisted living for Elders in the
medium income Elders. I would hope Medicaid to raise their income rates to assist
How can APIA partner and collaborate to develop and support a nursing facility or assisted living facility for
Elders in the region

CLINICAL BASED SERVICES
ALZHEIMER/DEMENTIA






How can we help Elders with Dementia/Alzheimer’s?
Understanding dementia should be an EMT’s skills sheet, i.e. how to determine it
Understanding dementia course should be offered in health aide training – commitment to giving patients the
best care
Understand when a dementia patient needs a higher level of care must be also measured by local
caregivers/providers
Geriatric assessments – diagnose dementia, decrease medications, home visits for Elders

OTHER






Home telehealth monitoring
Medicare annual wellness visits for all Elders. QA – internal chart audits to ensure all Elders screened annually
through outreach
ANMC doctors pay more attention to computer entry than directly speaking to Elder patients
Tying services in communities for Elders with no family members
SOA/ANTHC Epidemiology partnership to provide current/on-going data for APIA tribes, how can we use it
sustainably?
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Participant Generated Ideas and Comments- Unedited
QUESTIONS/ PARKING LOT
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Should our CHAPS also be CNA’s?
If an Elder is escorted to ANMC or Anchorage, what are the expectations of the escort, what is in place for
accountability?
How can I help/care give to an Elder in my family that will not recognize they need or could benefit from care?
What does it mean and look like to plan ahead, with a loved one?
Have APIA, EATS all A-team entities advocate for legislative regulation change to PCA program allowing for
spouses.
What is a solution to Elder housing in the APIA region in terms of the goal being Elders to stay in their home
communities? How do we address this with the development of facilities?
APIA and EATs need to always be partnered on Elder services in our region to maximize provision of resources to
Elders.
Before the end of day 3 put the APIA/EAT/AHA/TAC Board of Directors in front of the people so they can hear
question and answer.
Do assisted living facilities utilize electronic health records? Are there meaningful use funds for assisted living as
a provider/facility?
The Alaska Commission on Aging needs Alaska Native Reps on the board
Survey the communities, what do Elders want? Live at home? Assisted living in community? Assisted living in
Anchorage/hub?
How can this group formalize to stay active and engaged but also accountable to ensure the needed changes
happen?
How does your region track your Elders who are not receiving MCD, Medicare, or GR funds in case they end up
in LTC facilities?
Gather information on how some communities run their programs so other communities can use the info to
help them get something started for their community.
New funding sources from renewal resources (ex. fish) and non-renewable such as gas and oil
Elders should not be punished for having a successful life and ownership of home/boat/plane. Another option
besides increased payment of care should be devised as the cost of living adjustments.
When/how is an Elder assessed to be able to take care of themselves, who would do this?
Spouses that are successful- should not disqualify a husband for Medicare. Rent, food, oil, gas, car payments still
need to be made. Alaska should support marriages.
Concern: the years that I have worked with Elders, I have heard consistently that “Elders” are afraid to speak for
themselves. We need to, as a community, recognize that some Elders may be uncomfortable with talking about
concerns they may have. They are not afraid to raise concerns or comments. When we use the excuse “Elders
are afraid to speak for themselves” we do a dis-service by taking away their voice through stereotypes.

Day Three: Taking Action
Developing Strategies to Fill Gaps in our Communities

The final day hosted the following sessions: Elder Education Resources, Long Term Planning, Legal Matters
and Legal Planning. These sessions were provided by
organizations or entities that had been among the
twenty-two rotating outreach and resource tables
in the lobby area each day
of the summit. The Elder
education resources sessions were comprised of
eight different organizations
to include APIA and EATs
of which an overview of
services was provided to
participants. The long term
planning session information was provided by AARP
Alaska and the Alaska Medicare Information Office.
Each provided an overview of services and the functions of each organization as it applies to Eldercare in
the region. Lastly, Beth Goldstein, Supervising Attorney for the Office of Elder Fraud and Assistance gave a
brief overview of legal matters pertaining to power of
attorney, guardianship and conservatorship.
The resources provided through the morning sessions
helped many participants in identifying, planning
and preparing for action plans during the community
“world café” style discussions.
Using the knowledge and experience learned, the
“world café” style discussion groups organized by
each community to develop strategies and outcomes
among stakeholders.
Facilitated by Dr. Finke, the following questions were
used to stimulate planning activity:

-Identify services desired within the community
(the idea)

tion planning time was buzzing with excitement and
collaboration. Community members were planning
from a local perspective on needed services for Elders
and creating actionable plans that followed a 30-60-90
day short term goal schedule.
Communities were generating ideas appropriate for
their specific community and
involving community members, resource organizations,
regional organizations and
corporations as partners in
the final development. Representation from the following
communities participated in
action planning:

•Adak
•Atka
•False Pass
•King Cove
•Nelson Lagoon
•Nikolski
•Sand Point
•St. Paul
•Unalaska
Each community table was given time to share the
ideas generated including the action plan and 30-6090 day follow-up schedule.
The following actions plans were created by each of
the respective communities and transcribed directly
from the ‘Moving to Action’ tool.

-Identify how the service will benefit the Elders
-Identify who needs to be involved in developing
the service
Facilitators were available at community tables to support the generation of ideas.
The energy within the summit room during the ac-
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Summarized Action Plans by Community
Adak
•SENIOR GROUP - The community of Adak would like to develop a senior council to lead them in the right direction. They would also like to form a nonprofit organization. All of the Elders and Eastern Aleutian Tribes need to be
involved in developing this service.
•ACTIVITY CENTER - It was determined that Adak needs an Elder Activity center. They would like to see support
from the Aleut Corporation on developing one.

Atka
•ELDER TRANSPORTATION - Develop a transportation service for Elders, to drive them to community meetings,
church, potlucks & the grocery store. The ATKA IRA Council would provide a driver and work on getting the vehicle up and running. The group will also look into DOT for funding to buy a new 4wd vehicle.
•SAFETY AND INJURY PREVENTION (ASSISTIVE SUPPORT SERVICE) - Develop assistive support for Elders including
injury prevention materials like; walk in showers, handrails, cleats for shoes and canes. Also, handicap dual shower
(sitting shower), shower seat. This service would improve safety for the Elders. APIA and AHA needs to support
this service.

King Cove
•ELDER TRANSPORTATION - Transportation services available for Elders to drive them to community events, visit,
and check mail, etc. The tribe already owns a bus, they just need support to pay for a driver and insurance.
•SPONSOR AN ELDER - Develop a “Sponsor an Elder” program. They would like to identify elder’s needs and find
someone who is willing to organize and keep the program running.
•ACCESS TO COMMUNITY CENTER TO USE AS SENIOR CENTER - Gain access to the Community Center to use as a
Senior Center. They would like to develop a “Meals on Wheels Program” and provide meals to Elders more than
once a week. The cooking can be done at the senior center and elders would be able to get out of their home
to eat and socialize. The Regional Elder Discussion Committee, Tribes, Peter Pan, Corporation, Grocery Stores,
APICDA, APIA, EATs, Coastal Transportation, AHA and Volunteers need to be involved in developing this new service.

False Pass/Nelson Lagoon
•HOT MEALS FOR ELDERS - Develop a plan to provide hot meals for elders in communal setting once a week. This
would give the elders a chance to interact with CHA’s and CHR’s and eat a nutritional Meal. It was determined that
the Local Tribe & City need provide the facility and APICDA & AEBSD need to supply the food.
•ELDER EQUIPMENT - Provide Elders with equipment to help them continue their independence. AHA and EAT’s
need to be involved in developing this service.
•SOCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR ELDERS - Plan social events for elders and youth such as, beading, game nights, making
jam, etc. This would also benefit the youth, they would be able to gain knowledge from the elders. The Tribe, City,
APIA and APICDA need to be involved in developing this service.
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The actions plans were created by each of the respective communities and transcribed directly from the ‘Moving to Action’ tool

Nikolski
•HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE RENOVATIONS - The group would like to create houses that are safe for elders to prevent
falls and accidents. The elders would be able to remain in the community longer. The Tribes, AHA and APIA need to
be involved in developing this.
•RENOVATE HUD HOUSE TO BE AN ASSISTED LIVING HOUSE - It was recommend that the HUD houses be renovated
to be an assisted living home for two elders and a caregiver. This would keep the elders in the community longer,
reduce anxiety, fear and stress about moving to Anchorage for end of life, create jobs and it would be a cost savings
by having elders share the rent.

Sand Point
•EXTEND DOCTOR VISITS - It was determined that doctor visits needs to be extended and every Elder needs to be
contacted when the doctor is in town. This would give the elders a chance to have a second opinion at a higher level
of care. Elders can decide whether they need to see the doctor or not.
•COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN ANMC AND SAND POINT CLINIC - ANMC and the Sand Point Clinic need to be on the same
page with medical records. ANMC and EATs need to develop a plan.
•ELDER FUNDING FOR HOUSING IN LOCAL COMMUNITIES - Legislative Representatives need to be at all Future Elder
Summits. The elders would be able to remain in the community longer with better care. The Tribes, AHA and APIA
need to be involved in developing this.

St. Paul Island
•DEVELOP AN ASSISTED LIVING FACILITY - Develop a 24 hour care service with PCA’s, BHA’s and DHATS. The elders
would be able to remain on island close to family, friends and the community. Also, the physically and mentally ill
elders would be able to receive culturally responsive care. TDX, APIA, SCF, ANTHC, CBSFA, Pribilof School District, The
State of AK, Aleut Corp, Trident, AK Housing, Law Enforcement, AC Store and Mental Health Trust need to be involved.
•IN HOME CARE - Develop a volunteer program for chores, home modifications, CDPCA (Consumer Direct), transportation services, meals on wheels, food box program, AC store, home medical visits, church rides and elder activities.
TDX, APIA, SCF, ANTHC, Rasmussen Foundation, Tribal Government of St. Paul AHA, Federal Grants, Private Grants,
CBSFA, Pribilof School District, State of Alaska, Aleut Corp, Trident, AK housing and law enforcement.
•EDUCATION FOR ELDERS AND FAMILIES - Educate the Elders on Millers Trust, Fraud & Legal Services (wills, title
transfers), social security and Medicare and Medicaid. AHA, the Tribe, TDX, City, APIA, Aleut Corp, CBSFA, family of the
elder, a lawyer, Pen Air and AC store need to be involved in this.

Unalaska
•PCA - Develop PCA Services for people in need. This would benefit our Elders by having people trained and available
to help with daily services. APIA, PCA Steering Committee of Unalaska, elders & people who need assistance, OC, Q
Tribe and USAFV need to be involved in developing this service.
•ADULT DAY CARE - A place for Elders with extra needs to be taken care of while giving their caregivers a break. It
would provide services that may be outside the scope of their caregivers and also give them fun activities.
•FOOD CACHE (FOOD BANK) - Monthly Potlucks, Food bank, Native Food Cache, create an agency that can receive
fisheries bycatch. The fishing companies, OC, and the Q Tribe need to be involved in developing these services.
The actions plans were created by each of the respective communities and transcribed directly from the ‘Moving to Action’ tool
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Observations and Other Outcomes
Beyond the ideas and action plans generated, several
observations and other outcomes were evident:
Passion and Energy from Attendees
Attendees were eager to share successes and failures and wanted others to succeed and learn from their experience.
They were inspired by this sharing. This reinforced the tremendous value that the sharing of experiences and
best practices can have on the development of Eldercare programs and services.

Attendee Engagement
Attendees representing all the Aleutians and Pribilof Islands communities were noticeably engaged in learning,
sharing and action planning. Communities gathered by table and you could sense the level of participation
and engagement. Attendees had a sense of unity and purpose in contributing their plans. Communities shared
actions plans to other communities with sparked ideas and innovation.

Resource Sharing and Coordination
The Summit served to reveal both formal and informal resources that some attendees were not aware of. There
was tremendous learning and understanding of how to access resources and utilize them within the context of
their community.

Solutions can be Small and Incremental
Some of the identified ideas and action plans were simple and at a small scale. Some of the most innovative ideas
were not complex and costly. These can be shared and adapted by others relatively easily and incrementally.

Systems Understanding
Participants gained a better understanding of the multiple stakeholders involved in Eldercare services along the
continuum and the interdependent nature of these services. In particular, the appreciation of how gaps in key
services early in the continuum can accelerate the need for more costly and institutional care.

Respective Roles
There was a general sense that Eldercare service providers, community members and key stakeholders gained a
better understanding and are more aware of their respective role in developing and filling key gaps in Eldercare
services. It will take a collective effort and understanding of respective roles to be most effective.

Just the Beginning
This is part of a continuous journey to understand our system, share best practices, leverage resources and take
actionable steps to keep our Elders happy, healthy and close to home.
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Next Steps and Follow up
As communities continue to work on implementing the action plans, APIA and EATs are committed in supporting these efforts and working jointly with the communities to further identify and fill much needed gaps
in services. APIA and EATs will be following up with the respective communities regarding action plan progress and to identify how to support these important efforts.
The Elder Discussion Committee will continue to meet and is a critical component in:
•Sharing progress in the development of Eldercare services
•Sharing of Best Practices across communities
•Engaging communities
•Inspiring creativity and innovation in solutions
•Advocating on behalf of Elders
•Identifying needed resources
•Fostering partnerships among stakeholders
In addition to the follow up on the action plans created, there has been significant progress stemming from
the networking and partnerships created through the summit. APIA and Tanana Chiefs Conference have
been collaborating to support the growth of the APIA Elder program and additionally, APIA and EATs are
working on partnerships to enhance and build on current services offered to the region through federal resources available.
As evidenced throughout the Summit, the energy created, the ideas generated and learning and networking
achieved will serve to accelerate improvement in this continuous journey to improve Eldercare services across
our region.
We thank all the sponsors and everyone involved in placing our Elders at the center and making this Summit
a success.

Contact Information
For more information regarding the Elercare Services Summit, its outcomes or to get involved in the efforts
underway, please contact:
Ashley Withrow
Elder Program Coordinator
Aleutian Pribilof Islands Association - Health Department
1131 E. International Airport Rd Anchorage, AK 99518
907-276-2700 Ext:721 | 907-222-9721
Ashleyw@apiai.org | www.apiai.org
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Outreach Resources Partners
General Communications, Inc. Lifeline Program, Alaska T: 800-800-4800
Eligible Residents Receive Cell Phone at $1/ Month
Senior Voice, Anchorage, AK T: 276-1059
Monthly Publishing by Older Persons Action Group, Inc. advocating statewide for
Alaskans 50 and older.
Geneva Woods, Anchorage, AK T: 800-478-0005
Pharmacy Services, Infusion Services, Home Medical Equipment & Supplies and GoTech
Home Medical Delivery
Alaska Center for the Blind, Anchorage, AK T: 800-770-7517
Low Vision Clinic, Vision Rehabilitation, Job Readiness, Visually Impaired Senior Alaskans
and Rural Outreach
Office of the Long Term Ombudsman, Anchorage, AK T: 800-478-2624
Complaint Investigation Team for State Agencies and Personnel
APIA Retired Seniors Volunteer Program, Anchorage, AK T: 907-276-2700
Volunteer Program for Elders living in Anchorage or Mat-Su in voluntary activities.
Alaska Training Cooperative, Bethel, AK T: 800-478-3321 x6800
Youth with substance and inhalant abuse problems.
Alzheimer’s Resources of Alaska, AK T: 800-478-1080
Uniting Alaskans affected by Alzheimer’s to ensure quality of life until a cure is found.
Alaska Medicare Information Office, Alaska T: 800-478-6065
Provides Medicare resources and trainings.
Aging and Disability Resource Center, Sitka, AK T: 747-3636
Residential, Early Intervention/ Prevention Services, and Therapeutic Services.
Alaska Housing Finance Corporation, Juneau, AK T: 796-8900
Residential, Outpatient, Detoxification, Outpatient, and Continuing Care.
Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium Injury Prevention Program, AK T: 729-3799
Tech Support, Injury Prevention Training, Identifying Resources
Alaska Office of Veteran Affairs, AK T: 888-248-3682
Free service for Veterans and families to improve their lives.
Alaska Senior Activity Center, Anchorage, AK T: 770-2000
Gathering place for recreation, education, socializing and exploration.
AARP Alaska, AK T: 888-687-2277
Advocacy, Trustworthy Information, Community Service, Member Products and Discounts,
And Research
AnchorRides, Anchorage and Eagle River, AK Scheduling T: 343-2550 Eligibility T: 343-7433
ADA Transportation, Senior Transportation, Medicaid Trips and Eagle River Connect
ResCare, AK T: 866-737-2273
Assisting people to reach their highest level of independence. Personal Care, Respite Care,
Nursing, Brain Injury Rehabilitation, Therapy, Geriatric Care Management.
Access Alaska, AK T: 800-770-4488
A private non-profit, consumer controlled organization that provides independent living
resources and advocate for change to include PCA, funding resources and a loan closet.
Alaska Legal Services Corporation, AK T: 888-478-2572
Provides high quality civil legal services to low income and disadvantaged people.
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